
SHARE YOUR HISTORY
DONATE MATERIALS TO

THE STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF MISSOURI

For more than one hundred years, the State Historical Society of Missouri has 
been committed to documenting the history of the state and its people. Enrich the 
collections with your photographs, books, art, or papers and help make Missouri's 

history more vibrant and complete. 

What does SHSMO collect?
As the state’s major repository of private, or non-
governmental, historical documents, the Society accepts 
many types of donations, including: 

• Newspapers
• Maps
• Written records of individuals, families, and

organizations, and businesses
• Photographs
• Original art by Missouri artists
• Paintings, political cartoons, and fine art prints
• Diaries, journals, memoirs and scrapbooks
• Architectural records
• Published resources on the history of the state and

the lives of its citizens, ranging from scholarly books
to the works of local societies

What will happen to my donation? 
Your priceless resources will be preserved with other 
related materials and secondary sources that enhance 
their historical value and promote frequent use. A secure 
environment and professional staff to process your items 
and provide access to them also helps ensure that current 
and future scholars, journalists, genealogists, and students 
can discover the ways that you advanced history.

Following execution of the deed of gift, the material will 
be arranged according to archival best practices and 
stored in secure, restricted-access buildings with 
controlled environmental conditions. If a donation includes 
sensitive materials, its use may be restricted for a period 
of time. All research materials may be used at any of the 
Research Centers. Continuous professional care is 
provided to all collections, and use is closely supervised by 
the staff. 

shsmo.org          (573) 882-7083       contact@shsmo.org



CENTER FOR MISSOURI STUDIES
605 Elm Street
Columbia, MO 65201 
(573) 882-7083
contact@shsmo.org
Art Gallery, Bookstore, Research Center

CAPE GIRARDEAU
347 N Pacific Street
Pacific Hall, SEMO
Cape Girardeau, MO 63701 
(573) 651-2689
capegirardeau@shsmo.org

KANSAS CITY
5123 Holmes Street
302 Newcomb Hall, UMKC
Kansas City, MO 64110 
(816) 235-1543
kansascity@shsmo.org

ROLLA
400 W 14th Street
G3 Curtis Laws Wilson Library, MST
Rolla, MO 65409
(573) 341-4440
rolla@shsmo.org

SAINT LOUIS
1 University Boulevard
222 Thomas Jefferson Library, UMSL 
St.Louis, MO 63121 
(314) 516-5143
stlouis@shsmo.org

SPRINGFIELD
850 S John Q Hammons Parkway
Meyer Library Room 306, MSU 
Springfield, MO 65897 
(417) 836-3782
springfield@shsmo.org

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES
Appraisals 
The State Historical Society of Missouri does not 
provide appraisals for tax purposes due to 
potential conflicts of interest. If you have 
questions about the value of your material, the 
American Society of Appraisers is often a good 
resource to find a listing of local contacts. See 
appraisers.org for more information. 

Deductions 
Tax law is subject to change, but it may be 
possible for you to take a deduction for materials 
that are not self-created. Consult your tax 
accountant, refer to appropriate Internal Revenue 
Service publications, and visit irs.gov for more 
information.

Membership
If you are not yet a member, please consider 
joining, and remember that dedicated donations 
protect and promote use of special collections.  
For more information about membership, contact 
Center for Missouri Studies
605 Elm Street
Columbia, MO, 65201
(573) 882.7083
contact@shsmo.org
shsmo.org/support

Copyright 
Copyright refers to ownership of the contents of a 
document, rather than ownership of the physical 
item, and resides with the creator of the document 
until he or she legally transfers it to another 
person or institution. The deed of gift transfers 
copyright from a donor to SHSMO with the 
exception of copyrights to published works from 
which donors may still derive income. This transfer 
is important to make documents fully available to 
researchers. Please be advised that copyright law 
is subject to change. 

The Society of American Archivists has useful 
information on copyright. It may be found by 
searching “copyright” at www2.archivists.org.

SUPPORT SHSMO
How is SHSMO funded? 
The State Historical Society of Missouri is only 
partially funded through state appropriation and 
therefore appreciates, and increasingly depends 
on, the thousands of individual members, 
corporate and institutional supporters, and 
generous donors who enable fulfillment of the 
mission to collect, care for, and provide access 
to the materials that document Missouri history. 

THE STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF MISSOURI RESEARCH CENTERS




